Molecular analysis of patients with Hunter syndrome: implication of a region prone to structural alterations within the IDS gene.
Hunter syndrome or mucopolysaccharidoses type II (MPS-II), is a lysosomal storage disorder caused by a deficiency in the activity of the enzyme iduronate-2-sulphatase (IDS). We have investigated the occurrence of rearrangements and deletions of the IDS gene in a Southern analysis of 46 unrelated MPS-II patients of different ethnic origins using a cDNA clone containing the entire IDS gene as a probe. Structural alterations of the IDS gene were found in DNA from 9 patients two of whom showed large deletions including all coding sequences of the gene. The distal and proximal breakpoint of these deletions were determined by hybridization of markers flanking the IDS gene. Seven of the observed alterations constitute major rearrangements of the gene. Interestingly, six of these rearrangements showed similar or identical patterns by Southern analysis suggestive for a region prone to structural alterations within the IDS gene. We also demonstrate the potential use of the IDS probe for carrier detection in families with a rearranged IDS gene. A contiguous gene deletion syndrome characterized by Hunter syndrome and epilepsy is also discussed.